
Week of July 22nd

Supply may be limited, order now while supplies last!
www.freshpoint.com/centralflorida

CHEESE

BHARATMA PANEER 481961 2/5#
Paneer is an Indian-style cheese used primarily in cooking dishes. It is a fresh
unripened cheese that holds its shape through the cooking process. Mild taste allows
it to pick up the flavor of sauce & ingredient.

BLOCK & BARREL GOAT BULK TUB 593006 2/4#

GOUDA 4 YEAR 1/4 WHEEL 481816 1/5#
Intense sweet flavor, with a hard Parmesan-like texture. A classic cheese. Entirely
versatile, this cheese can be grated as a Parmesan alternative or chunked to
accompany a favorite cocktail.

LIFE PROV BRIE 1 KG 593021 2/2.25# Soft ripening white mold rind, double creme brie with great shelf life.

MANCHEGO GRAN VALLE 6 MOS 481777 2/6.6#
The most important of Spanish cheeses, made in the La Mancha region of central
Spain and protected with PDO status. Aged for six months it develops great flavors,
rich and nutty.

MILTON PRAIRIE BREEZE 482748 1/5# This cheddar style cheese from Iowa has a sweeter flavor then traditional cheddar
with a pleasant sharpness.

MONTCHEVRE GOAT, CRUMBLED CSE 489807 2/2# .Fresh Wisconsin goat cheese crumbles ready to crumble on salads, pasta or pizza.

MURCIA AL VINO-WINE CURED GOAT 481854 2/5#
A spectacular goat cheese from the south of Spain. The purple rind is the result of a
dual washing with local wines and is a true contrast to the snowy white interior. This
Murcia is a tasty, more aged version

PARMIGIANO REGGIANO 1/8 WHEEL 481819 10#
The King of Cheeses, Parmigiano Reggiano is made from raw cow's milk under the
guidelines of the strict Consortium, aged for 22-24 months to bring out tremendous
flavors. No other grating cheese compares!

POINT REYES ORIGINAL BLUE 593040 1/6.5#
Beautiful wheel of raw milk cheese made on the Giacomini family farm just north of
San Francisco from their herd of Holsteins. This potent and tangy blue is great in a
salad, with steak or just on its own.

RED DRAGON W/MUSTARD SEED 591272 2/5#
A mild cheddar is finely crumbled, and mixed with mustard seed then pressed into
small wheels. Pasteurized cow milk cheese produced in Wales by Abergavenny.
Spicy and cheddar for snacking.

CHEDDAR WIDMER 4 YEAR 598143 2/5#
Colorful cheddar made at Widmer Cheese Cellars in Wisconsin, aged for four years
giving it a sharp creamy flavor and a long delicious finish. Easy to pair with beer, wine
or other spirits like Scotch

COWGIRL HOP ALONG WHEEL 523585 1/5#
A snackable organic cheese udner the influence of hard cider, Hop Along is crafted
into wheels at our Petaluma Creamery. After 45 days, this washed rind develops
aromas of apple and brioche.

COWGIRL REDHAWK 523685 6/7ozrw
Named for the majestic local red-tailed hawk that flies of Marin, Redhawk is a
washed rind triple cream. Bold character, meaty flavor with notes of wild sage and a
kiss of ocean air.

CRAYSSAC BLACK TRUFFLE BUTTER 568458 6/2.5oz
Haling from California grass-fed cows, this European-style butter is blended with 5%
black truffle, black truffle peelings and sea salt to create a traditional French flavor
palette.
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CYPRESS HUMBOLDT FOG 16 OZ 535695 4/16oz This prestigious soft ripened goat's milk cheese is the creation of Mary Keehn.
French in style, it has an ash vein that runs down the center of the rich interior.

CYPRESS HUMBOLDT FOG, GRANDE 552685 1/5# This prestigious, soft ripened goat's milk cheese is the creation of Mary Keehn.
French in style, it has an ash vein that runs down the center of the rich interior.

SHAFT'S BLUE CHEESE OLIVES FOODSERVICE 541258 2/30ct
Shaft's Shaftini blue cheese stuffed olives are fresh, bold and hand crafted. Using
100% blue cheese in a California queen olive which creates excellent quality without
the mess and work!

SHAFT'S BLUE CHEESE OLIVES RETAIL PACK 526587 12/5oz
Shaft's blue cheese stuffed olives are fresh, bold and hand-crafted. we use 100%
blue cheese in a California queen olive which creates the hand stuffed quality you'll
love, without the mess and work!

MEAT

ANGELS SALAMI, BLACK TRUFFLE 418015 6/6.5 oz
Black Tuffle Salami, a customer favorite, made with 100% Berkshire pork meat and
5% black truffle from Perigord, France. Prepared with red wine, armagnac and spices
with a deep, earthy truffle flavor.

IL NUMERO UNO, 600 DAY PARMA PROSCIUTTO 477402 1/16.5-18# Parma Prosciutto has a sweet and delicate ham taste with a pinkish- red meat
marbled with fat. Slice it thin as possible.

NUESKE BACON SLAB 12-14# 462024 1/13# rw
Sweet and smoky whole slab bacon. Hand trimmed, cured and smoked for a
minimum of 24 hours over glowing embers of genuine apple wood. The entire slab is
saturated with the sweet apple wood smoke.

CITTERIO ANTIPASTA 6Z 526584 12/6 oz 6 oz of antipasto deli meat set with Prosciutto, Sopressata and Genoa salami.

OLLI GENOA FONTINA SNACK TRAY 568485 10/2 oz Genoa Salami paired with smooth Fontina cheese and La Panzanella crackers. Mild,
smooth, and flavorful.

OLLI SOPRESSATA CHDDR SNCK TRY 521485 10/2 oz Sopressata flavorful salami paired with mild cheddar and La Panzanella Artisanal
Crackers.

SPECIALTY

3 CRABS FISH SAUCE 468660 12/24 oz Fish sauce has a salty and fish flavor derived from anchovy extract. It may be used in
any recipe to replace anchovy, or use as a dipping sauce or condiment.

ARTICHOKE, LONG STEM 592000 2/2 kg Long stem artichokes are tender and lend themselves well to antipasta salads and
plate presentations.

BLACK GARLIC WHOLE 450044 2/16.9 oz
Whole Black Garlic Bulbs are fermented in an ideal environment. Craftsmen patiently
mind the fermentation for appprox. 30-45 days and their craftmanship yield a
wonderfully versatile ingredient. Sublime!

CARR'S ENTERTAINMENT ASST 424633 12/7.05z A collection of 9 biscuits and crackers, perfect for entertaining.

CHILI CRISP SPICY 420085 4/32z Packed with flavor and full of crunch, Mr Bing Chili Crisp is your new everyday
condiment and cooking ingredient.

CHUNG PASTE, HOT PEPPER KOREAN 489987 1/2.2# Gochujang! Authentic fermented Korean Paste made of rice and red peppers.

DIVINA OLIVE, GREEK PITTED MIX 489814 2/5# Here we have a pitted mix of authentic Greek varietal olives: Kalamata, Mt. Athos,
Athos, Mt. Pelion Blond & Black in aromatic wild herbs.

GARNICHE DRIED BLD ORANGE ROUNDS 799787 1# Dehydrated citrus is a great way to reduce labor, waste and create visually appealing
beverages.

GARNICHE DRIED LEMON ROUNDS 799786 1# Dehydrated citrus is a great way to reduce labor, waste and create visually appealing
beverages.

GARNICHE DRIED LIME ROUNDS 799785 1# Dehydrated citrus is a great way to reduce labor, waste and create visually appealing
beverages.

GARNICHE DRIED ORANGE ROUNDS 799784 1# Dehydrated citrus is a great way to reduce labor, waste and create visually appealing
beverages.

ILIADA EVOO, PDO KALAMATA 481539 4/3 liter
Made with hand picked olives that are grown and milled around the city of Kalamata
in the south central Peloponnese, Greece. This oil is has an unusual flavor profile with
strong aromas of hay and grass.

ILIADA OLIVES, KALAMATA PITTED 514584 1/17.64#
Rich flavored and fruity taste unique for KALAMATA variety olives. The fruits
maintain and gain their full body taste by being fermented naturally in brine (water
and sea salt).
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MALDON FOODSERVICE, SEA SALT 481858 1/3.1#
Maldon salt has become known for its flavor and quality, sought after by the health
conscious and gourmets alike. The resealable plastic tub contains sparkling white
crunchy sea salt flakes.

MIKE'S HONEY, HOT CHILIES 402226 4/24 oz Mike's signature infusion of New York wildflower honey and Brazilian chili peppers
creates a perfect balance of sweet followed by a slow building heat.

NELLIE JOES KEY WEST LIME JUIC 591013 12/16z
This famous juice is the original and has long been the favorite choice of America's
bakers when preparing the very best Key lime pies. Bets kept in a cool environment
to protect the color and flavor.

RED BOAT SCE, FISH 40N 401185 12/16.9 oz
It is a pure blast of umami! Red Boat bottles only first press extra virgin fish sauce
made of just two all natural ingredients: fresh wild caught anchovy and sea salt. No
additives or preservatives.

ILLEN CHERRIES, BADA BING .5G 401374 4/72 oz Using only natural ingredients, these cherries contain no preserva- tives, red dyes or
corn syrup and are pitted and packed with stems on, for year round enjoyment.

LOBSTER OIL 482731 12/3.16 oz
Groix & Nature lobster oil is made from blue lobster, grapeseed oil and herbs. A
unique culinary ingredient, use it to add aroma, flavor, a rose-like color, and
uniqueness to your dishes.

CARMELINA TOMATOES, WHL PEELED SAN
MARZANO 526585 6/3kg Full-bodied silky red San Marzano tomatoes have their skins removed and are

packed in the tomatoes own succulent puree.

CHINGONAS SALSA MACHA 32OZ 569857 1/32z Salsa Macha is an oil-based chili crunch sauce from Veracruz, Mexico, made from
variations of dried chilies, nori, garlic, nuts and seeds fried in oil and finely chopped.

CHINGONAS SALSA MCHA VRDE 32OZ 523658 1/32z
Salsa Macha Verde is an oil-based chili crunch sauce from Veracruz, Mexico, made
from variations of dried chilies, nori, garlic, nuts and seeds fried in oil and finely
chopped.

DUMPLING SPCY SWT SOY SAUCE 8Z 568758 6/8z
This aromatic soy sauce is infused with spices and sweetened with brown sugar.
When combined with our chili oil, this soy sauce pairs perfectly with dumplings, buns,
noodles, and more!

LES STOWE RAINCST FIG & OLIVE CRISPS 5.3Z 521585 12/5.3z Combining the salty taste of kalamata olives with the sweet flavor of succulent
Californian figs.

LES STOWE RAINCST RSMRY RAISIN PECAN CRISPS
5.3Z 526458 12/5.3z Chock full of toasty pecans, rosemary and dark juicy Thompson raisins, you won't be

able to get enough of these taste bud-tantalizing crisps.

SAN CARLO CLSSC POTATO CHIP 1.76OZ 569854 20/1.76z Carefully selected quality potato slices with just a sprinkle of salt.

SAN CARLO PESTO POTATO CHIP 1.76OZ 598545 20/1.76z Enjoy the best known Italian raw sauce in the world paired with the highest quality
potato chips. Discover the Pesto flavor for an unforgettable Italian experience of taste.

SAN CARLO TMTO POTATO CHIP 1.76OZ 569851 20/1.76z The tomato is the must have ingredient of the Italian cuisine. Try the San Carlo chips
that taste like the sunshine of Italy.

ZIA HATCH CHILE, GREEN HOT FS FOODSERVICE 526842 2/128z Zia Hot Hatch Green Chile has a flame-roasted, smoked kissed spice that is more
flavorful and complementing than conventionally overpowering.

ZIA HATCH CHILE, RED MILD FS FOODSERVICE 523695 2/128z Zia Hot Hatch Red Chile tends to be mild, comfortable and enjoyed even by those
with a low spice tolerance.

SYRUPS

SYRUP PUMP PET BTL 418821 1/10ct Syrup pump will deliver 1/4oz of syrup and is designed to fit only the 1883 PET syrup
bottles.

SYRUP, CARAMEL PET 494875 2/1l
Created in the heart of the French Alps, 1883 syrups are unrivaled in the commitment
to flavor authenticity, purity of taste and aromatic intensity which is achieved through
the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP, RASPBERRY PET 488801 2/1 l
Created in the heart of the French Alps, 1883 syrups are unrivaled in the commitment
to flavor authenticity, purity of taste and aromatic intensity which is achieved through
the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP, VANILLA PET 467736 2/1 l
Created in the heart of the French Alps, 1883 syrups are unrivaled in the commitment
to flavor authenticity, purity of taste and aromatic intensity which is achieved through
the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP, ALMOND 495852 2/1 l
1883 almond syrup provides a classic rich taste, close to almond milk. The ideal
companion for Pastis, a choide for Tiki cocktails, also delights coffee, hot chocolate,
water or milk.
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SYRUP, PEPPERMINT 425695 2/1 l Enjoy the cool crisp flavor of peppermint in a syrup that will sublimate very recipe with
its rare freshness.

SYRUP, PUMPKIN SPICE 485685 2/1 l 1883 Pumpkin Spice Syrup offers a delicious blend of spices & pumpkin aromas.

SYRUP, SIGAR-FREE CARAMEL 495862 2/1 l 1883 Sugar Free Caramel Syrup is perfect for adding that classic caramel flavor to
coffee, hot chocolate & more without worrying about added sugars.

SYRUP, HAZELNUT 495285 2/1 l
Created in the heart of the French Alps, 1883 syrups are unrivaled in the commitment
to flavor authenticity, purity of taste and aromatic intensity which is achieved through
the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP, SUGAR FREE VANILLA 495845 2/1 l 1883 Sugar Free Vanilla Syrup is perfect for adding that classic vanilla flavor to
coffee, hot chocolate & more without worrying about added sugars.

SYRUP BLACKBERRY PET 1L 495875 2/1 l
Enjoy in your sodas, smoothies, juices, cocktails and more. 1883 syrups are
unrivaled in the commitment to flavor and authenticity which is only achieved through
the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP LAVENDER PET 704124 2/1 l
Created in the heart of the French Alps, 1883 syrups are unrivaled in the commitment
to flavor authenticity, purity of taste and aromatic intensity which is achieved through
the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP COCONUT PET 1L 495855 2/1 l 1883 Coconut Syrup offers a delicious flavor close to fresh grated coconut, achieved
through the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP PEACH PET 467854 2/1 l 1883 Peach Syrup reveals a fresh, round taste of peach enhanced by the perfect
balance of sweetness and acidity.

SYRUP STRAWBERRY PET 1L 485255 2/1 l
A balance of flavours reproduces all the freshness this fruit has to offer: Strawberry at
its best. A delightfull association of aromatic notes strawberry with a subtly sweet
candied-strawberry finale.

SYRUP WATERMELON GLASS 452685 2/1 l
Enjoy in your sodas, smoothies, juices, cocktails and more. 1883 syrups are
unrivaled in the commitment to flavor and authenticity which is only achieved through
the selection of the best ingredients.

SYRUP MANGO PET 458524 2/1 l The 1883 syrups delights with its intense Mango scent and floral notes

SYRUP CHAI TEA PET 423854 2/1 l
1883 Chai Tea Syrup elevates your drink game effortlessly. From cocktails to coffee,
its rich flavors enhance every sip. Simply pour, mix, and savor the art of exquisite
taste.

PASTRY

CALLEBAUT BLOCK, 54% 811NV-132 424873 1/5kg Round extremely well-balanced chocolate taste, smooth cocoa body with a pleasant
intensity; its block form works well for space saving and storage.

MONA LISA SHAVINGS, DARK 421097 1/4# Large chocolate, paper thin, shavings to make a dramatic presentation for your
desserts.

NIELSEN 32OZ, VAN MADAGASCAR #21032 419971 1/32 oz Highest quality, cold-processed vanilla extract made with only Madagascar beans.

NIELSEN 32Z, VAN PASTE PURE 470127 1/32 oz A proprietary blend of select vanilla beans is used to make this highest quality vanilla
paste. The added vanilla pod seeds highlights the natural vanilla content.

SHEET GELATIN 403489 1/2.2# Pork-based silver sheet gelatin. Bloom strength of 190. Approx. 400 sheets per kilo.

VANILLA BEANS, MADAGASCAR GOUR GOURMET 450008 1/.5# Highest quality vanilla planifolia beans from Madagascar. These beans have the
classic rummy flavor with a long finish. Perfect for baking, custard and sauces.

ADAMANCE FROZ MANGO PUREE 254854 4/2.2# Mangos harvested when the fruit is full ripe, 100% traceable back to the producer, to
insure the best of the taste.

ADAMANCE FROZ PEACH PUREE 254585 4/2.2# Peach harvested when the fruit is full ripe, 100% traceable back to the producer, to
insure the best of the taste.

ADAMANCE FROZ RASPBERRY PUREE 256985 4/2.2# Raspberry harvested when the fruit is full ripe, 100% traceable back to the producer,
to insure the best of the taste.

ADAMANCE FROZ STRAWBERRY PUREE 541525 4/2.2# Strawberries harvested when the fruit is full ripe, 100% traceable ack to the producer,
to insure the best of the taste.

ADAMANCE FRZ PASSION FRT PUREE 265845 4/2.2# Passion fruit harvested when the fruit is full ripe, 100% traceable back to the
producer, to insure the best of the taste.


